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Abstract—This paper checks the correctness of our novel
algorithm for secure, reliable and flexible transmission of big
data in two-hop wireless networks using cooperative jamming
scheme of attacker location unknown through Markovian
process. Big data has to transmit in two-hop from source-to-relay
and relay-to-destination node by deploying security in physical
layer. Based on our novel algorithm, the nodes of the network
can be identifiable, the probability value of the data absorbing
nodes namely capture node C, non-capture node NC,
eavesdropper node E, in each level depends upon the present
level to the next level, the probability of transition between two
nodes is same at all times in a given time slot to ensure more
secure transmission of big data. In this paper, maximum
probability for capture nodes is considered to justify the efficient
transmission of big data through Markovian process.
Keywords—big data; two-hop transmission; security in physical
layer; cooperative jamming; energy balance; Markov process

I.

and academia [3]. It is essential to have data transfer
mechanism, two-hop transmission from source-to-relay and
relay-to-destination node plays a vital role in secure and
energy efficient transmission of big data.
Cooperative communication helps in exploiting spatial
diversity to enhance the quality of wireless links. The
characteristics of cooperative networks are shown in Fig. 1.
Security can be improved by cooperative networks by having
the information content minimum to the eavesdropper nodes
of the expected destination and having maximum to the relay
node of the expected destination [6]. The recently proposed
cooperative network technique is cooperative jamming to
improve physical layer security in the presence of
eavesdroppers [5]. In wireless communication, occurrence of
interference is considered redundant. This fetches the work of

INTRODUCTION

Wireless networks have become an indispensable part of
our daily life, used in many applications where the amount of
data is very massive and is called big data [2]. Security is a
critical issue in wireless applications of big data, when people
rely heavily on wireless networks for transmission of
important/private information. Therefore, the ability to share
secret information reliably in the presence of eavesdroppers is
extremely important in the environment of big data [8].
Cryptographically enforced security is not sufficient to
provide everlasting security in handling huge data size due to
increased attacks by capturing its keys [10]. So security in
physical layer is used to retain the everlasting security in big
data as it prevents eavesdroppers and malicious nodes from
capturing the data [11].

Fig. 1. Classification of cooperative network scheme

The term big data is high volume, variety, velocity and
veracity. The amount of data increases faster and quicker in
big data. According to a report published by IBM in 2012 [4],
90 percent of the data in the world was generated in the
previous two years. As a consequence, the concept of the big
data has emerged as a widely recognized trend, which is
currently attracting much attention from government, industry,

cooperative jamming for flexible and efficient wireless
network technique to confuse the eavesdroppers and making
the source message uncertain by generating friendly jamming
signal to the eavesdroppers. In this, if the data has to be
transmitted from source S to destination D, jamming signal
will be emitted by the relay nodes to have the secure
communication and to prevent the eavesdroppers of location
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unknown from capturing the data. In our novel algorithm,
cooperative jamming scheme is considered [9].

destination nodes for having transition between different states
to have secure transmission of big data.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II highlights the overview of novel secure algorithm
[9]. Section III discuss about the Markovian implementation
on the proposed algorithm. We conclude our paper by
experimental result verification for the proposed algorithm.

B. Stochastic Process
Let S be a sample space of a stochastic experiment. A
stochastic process is a mapping X which assigns to every
outcome s ϵ S a real valued function of time x (t, s) (i.e) X (s)
= x (t, s). The family or ensemble of all such time functions is
denoted by X (t, s) and is called a stochastic process [7]. The
novel secure transmission algorithm which we have proposed
in [9] satisfies with the stochastic process in which the
behavior of the system varies randomly with time and space
for each end-to-end transmission of big data.

II. OVERVIEW OF NOVEL SECURE ALGORITHM
The Fig. 2 shows the overview diagram for the novel
secure transmission algorithm which is clearly explained in
our previous paper [9], in which we want to select the data
transmitting region which is of side length l followed by
segmenting the selected region of equal size. Then we have to
determine the probability value for each node which is
detailed in our paper [9]. Based on probability value for
capture node we want to classify the transmission as secure
data transmission and unsecure data transmission. If it is
secure data, transmit the data in two-hop. If it is unsecure data
transmission, transmit the data in two-hop by adopting
cooperative jamming technique to prevent eavesdroppers from
capturing the data. The jammers should be of distance r away
from the intended destination. We assume that only one endto-end transmission can be conducted in one time slot.

C. Markov Process
Markov process is the simplest generalization of
independent processes which allow the outcome at any instant
to depend only on the outcome that precedes it and not on the
earlier ones [7]. As per our algorithm, a stochastic process
X(t) is said to be a Markov process if for any t1 < t2 < t3
<……< tn
P[X(tn) ≤ xn | X(tn-1)
= xn-1, X(tn-2) = xn-2, …… X(t1) = x1]
= P [X(tn) ≤ xn | X(tn-1) = xn-1]
(i.e.) the conditional distribution of X (tn) for given values of
X (t1), X (t2), …,X(tn-1) depends only on present state X(tn-1).
D. Markov Chains
Based on our algorithm in [1], let X (t) be a Markov
process with states X (tr) = Xr , t0 < t1 < ….. < tn. If for all n,
P [Xn = an |Xn-1 = an-1, Xn-2 = an-2. …., X0 = a0]
= P {Xn = an | Xn-1 = an-1]
then the sequence of random variables {Xn} is called a
Markov chain, n=0,1,2… Here a1, a2…an are called the states
of Markov chain [7].
E. Transition Probabilities
P {Xm = ai} = Pi (m) represents the probability that at time
t=tm, the system occupies the state ai, P [Xn = aj | Xm = ai] =
Pij(m, n) represent the probability that system goes into state aj
at t=tn given that it was in state ai at t=tm. The numbers
Pij(m,n) represent the transition probabilities of the Markov
chain from state ai at time tm to aj at time tn [7].

Fig. 2. Overview of proposed algorithm

III. DISCUSSION OF MARKOVIAN PROCESS ON PROPOSED
ALGORITHM
A. Markov Model
Markovian model is a model of representing different
resident states of a system, and the transitions between the
different states [7]. Similarly in the algorithm which is
proposed in [9] have different states of the system namely
source, capture, non-capture, eavesdropper, ideal and

F. Markov Transition Diagram
The state of transmitting the data transition probabilities
from ith state to the jth state by an arc labeled as Pij is the
representation of Markov state transition diagram is shown in
Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Model transition diagram
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G. Markov Transition Matrix

[

]

The square matrix represents the number of states in rows
and columns [7]. The rows are represents the nodes from
which the data is transmitting. The columns are representing
the nodes to which the data is received. The sum of the
probability in each row must equals to 1.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT VERIFICATION
Discrete time and space Markov chain is used to verify our
novel secure transmission algorithm. As in our previous work
[9] and with the reference from [1, 12] secure transmission of
big data through binary probability evaluation value in Table
I. Based on that result we are going to verify using Markov
process.
TABLE I.

……………… LEVEL N-1, LEVEL N
Fig. 4. Transition diagram (case I)

c) Markov Transition Matrix
LEVEL 1
[

BINARY EVALUATION TO VERIFY THE TRANSMISSION

C
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

NC
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

E
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Transmission
No Action
Unsecure
Unsecure
Unsecure
Secure
Secure/Unsecure
Secure/Unsecure
Secure/Unsecure

C

]

LEVEL 4

[

LEVEL 5
]

[

LEVEL 6

]

[

[

]

]

Since the eavesdropper probability value is zero in the
above case, obviously the big data transmission is more
secured and the novel algorithm [9] satisfies with this case.
B. Case II
With non-capture node NC=0, and summation of capture
and eavesdropper node is 1 (i.e., ∑ (Ci + Ei = 1). This case is
verified in the following Table III as transition table, in Fig. 5
as transition diagram as well as in transition matrix of Markov
principle.
a) Probability Value Distribution Table
TABLE III.

TRANSITION TABLE (CASE II)

E

C

NC

E

0

0

1

0

0

1

0.95

0.05

0

0.95

0

0.05

0.9

0.1

0

0.9

0

0.1

0.85

0.15

0

0.85

0

0.15

0.8

0.2

0

0.8

0

0.2

0.75

0.25

0

0.75

0

0.25

………………………………………N-1, N

b) Markov Transition Diagram

]

COMPLETE MARKOV CHAIN

TRANSITION TABLE (CASE I)
NC

[

LEVEL 3

…………………LEVEL N-1, LEVEL N

A. Case I
With eavesdroppers E=0, sum of the values for capture
node C, non-capture node NC is 1. The verification result to
this case is discussed in Markov Principle as transition table in
Table II, transition diagram in Fig. 4 and by transition matrix.

TABLE II.

]

[

The verification process is based on minimum probability
is for the non-capture and eavesdropper nodes. The maximum
probability is for the capture node to prove the secure
transmission of big data. If the probability is Maximum for the
malicious nodes it can be prevented to capture the big data by
cooperative jamming [9].

a) Probability Values Distribution Table

LEVEL2

………………………………..N-1, N

b) Markov Transition Diagram
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b) Markov Transition Diagram

……………… LEVEL N-1, LEVEL N
…………………LEVEL N-1, LEVEL N

Fig. 5. Transition diagram (case II)

Fig. 6. Transition diagram (case III)

c) Markov Transition Matrix
LEVEL 1
LEVEL2
[

]

[

LEVEL 4

]

[

LEVEL 5

c) Markov Transition Matrix
LEVEL 1
LEVEL2

LEVEL
]

[

LEVEL 6

]

[

]

LEVEL 4
[

]

[

]

[

LEVEL 5
]

…………………LEVEL N-1, LEVEL N

]

LEVEL 6

[

]

[

]

…………………LEVEL N-1, LEVEL N

COMPLETE MARKOV CHAIN

COMPLETE MARKOV CHAIN
[

]

The above case with non-capture nodes probability value
as zero identifies that the transmission of big data is more
secured by setting the probability for eavesdropper node as
minimum. If the eavesdroppers try to capture the data it will
be prevented by cooperative jamming scheme [9].
C. Case III
With addition of capture node C, non-capture node NC,
and eavesdropper node E value as 1(i.e., Ci + NCi +Ei =1).
The Table IV and Fig. 6 check the correctness of Markov rule
to this case in our proposed algorithm.

]

The above Markov process haves probability for all
naming nodes ensures secured transmission and proves for
proposed novel secure transmission algorithm [9].
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The verification through Markovian process revealed that
proposed novel secure transmission algorithm is more secure
and energy efficient to transmit big data by our binary based
evaluation process with minimum probability at eavesdroppers
and maximum at capture node. In future the proposed
algorithm will be discussed and verified through finite state
automaton (FSA).

a) Probability Value Distribution Table
TABLE IV.

[

]
[

[

LEVEL 3
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